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METHODS OF TEACHING MODERN STANDARD ARABIC

Special Problems of Arabic

It was agreed that Arabic is a language like other languages, presenting the same kinds of learning problems that all languages present, and that it is possible to set realistic goals of mastery of Modern Standard Arabic and to devise appropriate methods for achieving them. The particular virtues and difficulties of the Arabic language should neither be exaggerated nor ignored. There was general agreement, however, that Arabic presents four special problems for the American learner: (1) Arabic, like some other languages, shows the phenomenon of "diglossia" in which the form of the language (Modern Standard Arabic) which is used for written and formal spoken purposes is markedly different from the form of the language (Colloquial Arabic, in its various dialects) used for ordinary conversational purposes. (2) The Arabic sound system includes a number of consonant sounds which have no counterparts in English, and because of this and certain other features of the sound system, an adequate pronunciation of Arabic is especially difficult for the English speaker to acquire. (3) Arabic uses a writing system which, although alphabetic in principle, differs very much from the Roman alphabet, not only in the shape of letters, direction of writing and so on, but also in the regular omission of symbols for the short vowels. (4) The Arabic grammatical system like that of other Semitic languages, is characterized by a root-and-pattern system in which stem consonants ("roots") generally give the lexical meaning, while the vowels provide the grammatical meaning; dictionaries and other reference tools are usually arranged by roots.

Alternative Approaches

Even with full agreement on the objective of acquiring a basic competence in MSA (see following paper on Content of Elementary Arabic Instruction), four major alternative approaches are possible.

(1) Spoken Arabic first. This approach, which is used in a number of universities and government agencies, is strongly favored by some institutions. If this approach is followed, these observations are relevant:
(a) The target language should be the conversational Arabic of educated speakers of an urban center. Any one of the major dialects may be chosen, subject to the availability of instructors and teaching materials. In general, Egyptian Arabic (i.e., educated Cairene) seems the most suitable choice.

(b) At least a full year's work (minimum 150 class hours) of study of the spoken language is desirable. Shorter periods generally do not achieve sufficient mastery to exploit the advantages of this approach.

(c) Some kind of consistent Roman transcription is required, but the Arabic script must be introduced at some time during the year.

(d) To the extent possible, vocabulary common to colloquial and Classical Arabic should be emphasized.

(e) Where possible the instructor should be a native-speaker of the dialect chosen, and have special training or experience in language teaching. One possible pattern is that of an American linguist with a native speaking "informant" or assistant.

(f) Information should be provided on the nature of dialect variation in Arabic and on the kind of Classicization of spoken Arabic which takes place in certain situations or when certain topics are discussed in conversation.

(2) Modern Standard Arabic only. This approach—the teaching of MSA, with emphasis on oral practice—is followed increasingly, and is endorsed by many experienced teachers of Arabic as the most suitable approach for beginning courses at the college level. Instructors differ in details of the approach: some insist on use of full classical forms throughout, others prefer modified classical forms in much of the oral work. If this approach is followed, these observations are relevant:

(a) No instructor should ever introduce changes or "simplifications" in the written language. It should be written correctly and read aloud with correct classical forms.

(b) Oral use of MSA in the classroom almost inevitably involves artificiality since oral MSA is appropriate in only a limited number of situations. Every attempt should be made, however, to keep
this artificiality at a minimum (e.g. avoidance of informal conversational topics).

(c) Even instructors who insist on oral use of full classical forms without modifications make a certain number of exceptions (e.g. proper names without case endings, numbers in colloquial, greetings and some classroom expressions in colloquial).

(d) Acquisition of oral mastery of inflectional endings requires intensive drills from an early stage in the course. Most instructors prefer full vocalization of written texts at the beginning with gradual reduction as the students progress. Alternative methods have unvowelled text from the beginning or both kinds from the beginning.

(e) Most beginning Arabic textbooks are not planned for oral drill and require extensive supplementation by the instructor.

(3) **Dual approach.** Although this may be effective under special conditions, there is general consensus that the study of classical and colloquial in concurrent courses is unsatisfactory: the disadvantages of the approach outweigh the advantages.

(4) **Middle language.** It is theoretically possible to plan a beginning course which would concentrate on the kind of Arabic used in semi-formal discussion; this could then be followed by "correct" MSA. In view of the lack of adequate description of this kind of Arabic, and the absence of suitable instructional materials, for the present this approach should be followed only on an experimental basis under special conditions.

**General Principles**

It is recognized that instructors have used and will continue to use widely varying techniques and methods in the teaching of MSA and that satisfactory results have been achieved through the use of many of these. It was agreed, however, that certain general principles regarding methodology should probably underlie all approaches regardless of variations in detail. The general principles which follow are some of those which members of the workshop felt to be most important and of broadest applicability in the teaching of MSA in the colleges and universities of the United States.
1. Early and continuing emphasis on pronunciation. Arabic phonology should be taught either before the writing system or simultaneously. The primary method in teaching pronunciation is imitation of a native speaker with systematic correction and drill; explanations of articulation are secondary, being used only where immediately intelligible to the student.

2. Some kind of transliteration system for minimal use only, either in teaching phonology if this precedes script or for separate items or grammatical explanation.

3. Recognition and comprehension should be emphasized more than production.

4. Students may be exposed to grammatical points before they are covered systematically, but the introduction of grammatical points for the student to master should be gradual and ordered so that common and/or simple features precede rare and/or complex ones. Students should be exposed to examples of new grammatical material before grammatical explanations, if any, are made, but grammatical patterns should be internalized (i.e., should become automatic) before extensive new material is introduced for mastery.

5. Grammatical patterns are generally internalized better through drills than through explanation. Accordingly, drills should be extensive, carefully prepared, and varied. Provision should be made in drilling for the systematic recurrence of vocabulary and structures for review. Translations should not be the major form of practice and testing.

6. Drilling should include extensive oral practice, with emphasis on possible Arabic phrases and sentences rather than on single words or paradigms.

7. Approaches differ in their emphasis on conversational use of Arabic in class, but in any case class time should be arranged to maximize the time spent using Arabic, and minimize talk in English.

8. If beginning texts are vocalized, vocalization should gradually be decreased. In any case, the student should have some exposure to unvocalized material very early in the course, whether in the main part of the lesson or in supplementary drill material.

9. There is variation on the use of vowel endings (the 'imārah) in oral practice especially when this practice involves recombination of lesson materials or conversation, but correctness of endings should
normally be required in reading aloud. Pause forms are to be used where they are natural to Arabs: e.g. at sentence and phrase endings and with proper names. Vowel endings are to be de-emphasized in the number system, in some cases allowing the numbers to be pronounced in a colloquial manner.

(10) In order to minimize artificiality in classroom use of MSA, MSA forms are not to be taught for situations and subjects where the use of MSA is totally incongruous.

(11) Audio-visual aids are to be used when they contribute to the effectiveness of the teaching. Normally no elementary course should be given without some use of Arabic drill tapes, and the use of other aids should be increased. Tapes should be keyed to the text and so structured that the students must spend time listening in order to be prepared for classwork. Different kinds of speakers should be used in preparing tapes, and students should see the handwriting styles of various individuals.

(12) Testing should focus on finding out what students know rather than what they don't know, and the evaluation of students should be based on all the skills emphasized, including oral skills.
There is general agreement among teachers of Arabic that the first level of instruction in Modern Standard Arabic should aim at:

1. Mastery by the student of a certain core of vocabulary,
2. Control of the basic structure of the language, and
3. Certain related skills and information.

All instruction, by whatever methods, oriented towards the achievement of these goals, over various time periods, is deemed elementary instruction, and no student should advance to the intermediate level (oriented towards vocabulary building and increasing fluency) until these goals are achieved.

**Phonology:** The student should be able to pronounce Arabic words and sentences in a manner acceptable to a native speaker, to discriminate the various contrasts of vowel and consonant phonemes including vowel and consonant length, and to respond to stress and intonation.

**Writing:** The student should be able to read all the symbols of the Arabic writing system in ordinary typewritten and printed forms, and to read and produce handwriting acceptable to native users. He should be able to read familiar material without vocalization.

**Vocabulary:** The student should have an active vocabulary of 750 to 1000 words, including the top 500 items in a recognized word count and the names of the months and days of the week. Supplementary vocabulary should be selected to satisfy the needs of situations in which MSA would be appropriate and which are used to present the language along with relevant cultural material on the Arab World. This would include words referring to such topics as the following:

1. Kinship terms
2. Names of familiar objects and parts of the body
3. Geography and topography
4. History, religion, and culture
5. Politics and economics

**Grammatical Structure:** The student should have mastered the basic grammar of Arabic so that he can use it freely. The following outline attempts to specify, in a manner that would be generally intelligible to teachers of Arabic, the inventory of Arabic structural features which belong to the grammatical core of the language (excluding rare or archaic forms) and should be fully internalized. This
is not a proposed order of pedagogical presentation or an explanatory analysis of Arabic structure. Grammatical patterns are only described sufficiently so they can be identified. Particles are often listed with the constructions in which they appear, and an ability to use them correctly is always implied. Bracketed notes following some constructions should clarify the range of grammatical process which is meant. Students should be familiar with the possible permutations of the patterns listed here, and special attention should be paid to mastery of word order and the complex Arabic rules of agreement.

I. SIMPLE SENTENCE AND CLAUSE TYPES:

A. Nominal sentence/clause:
   (Negation) - Subject - ( Pronoun copula) - Predicate

   الكاتب عالم، الكاتب هو العالم، الكتاب فاعل الكتاب، الكاتب في مكتبه

   [1. Negations: ليس الكاتب عالم، ليس الكتاب فاعل]
   2. Subject = Noun, Pronoun, or Noun Phrase
   3. Predicate = Noun or Noun Phrase]

B. Verbal sentence/clause:
   (Negation) - Verb - (Subject) - (Object(s)) - (Adverbials)

   [(Negations: لم يكتب الرسالة
   2. Active Verb (transitive and intransitive)
      Passive with "Substitute Subject"
      Auxiliary - Verb
      kāna and the "Sisters of kāna"

      Temporal Particle - Verb: قد
   3. Object: Noun /- S suffixed Pronoun
   4. Place or Time]

   حاول
   جار الشاعر مات
   كون
   قام إكراما لا استاذه

   C. Topic-Comment Sentence

   Subject - Verbal clause (with resumptive pronoun)
   Subject - Nominal clause (with resumptive pronoun)

II. COMPOUND SENTENCES:

   Main clause - Coordinator - Main clause

   مرض ريد فعلا، لن يكتب الرسالة ولا يقرأها
III. COMPLEX SENTENCES:

A. Main clause - Subordinator - Clause
قال أن الطالب كمسان، أراد الطالب أن ينجح، رأيه عندما جاء.

B. Main clause - (Relative pronoun) - Relative clause (with resumptive pronoun)
جاء ولد ماتت أمه، جاء، وهو يعرف من رأيه من الوزن و رأيه.

C. Main clause - (wāw al-bayy) - Hal clause
ذهب زيد وهو يبسم

D. Conditional sentence:
(Conditional particle) - Shart - (Consequential Particle) - Jawāb
إذا، إذا رأيت في ذلك.

IV. NOUN PHRASES:

A. Apposition: Noun - Noun/Pronoun
B. Noun - Adjective; Adjectival construct
C. Demonstrative - Noun; Construct - Demonstrative
D. Construct: Noun/Particle - Noun/Suffixed Pronoun
E. Preposition - Noun/Suffixed Pronoun
F. Exceptive - Noun
G. Elative constructions: Comparative and Superlative
H. Verbal - Noun - Phrase: Particle/magdar - Object (gen.) - Object (acc.)

[9]
I. Quantifier - Noun
J. Vocative particle - Noun

V. WORD CLASSES:

A. Verbs:
1. Sound (regular, hamzated, doubled) and Weak
2. Derived forms I-X; emphasis on common forms, with some knowledge of the principles of verb derivation.
3. Tenses, Moods, Voices
4. Participles, Nāgdars

B. Nouns
1. Case Inflections -- all variations
2. Gender
3. Number: Plurals of all vocabulary items plus all productive broken plurals, sound plurals and duals
4. Collective (تَّفَاح) and Noun of Unity.
5. Nisbah types
7. Pronouns: All personal pronouns; principal relative and demonstratives.
8. Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers

C. Particles
1. Interrogatives: هل ۰ ؛ من ۰ عما ۰ لما ۰ ما ۰ مما ۰ كم ۰ كيف ۰ سي ۰ بين
2. Coordinators, subordinators, and clause initial particles: (see II, IIIA above, and)
3. Prepositions: على ۰ عن ۰ بين ۰ بعد ۰ مع ۰ عند ۰ قبل ۰ ضده ۰ تحت ۰ إلى ۰ مثل ۰ أمام ۰ دون ۰ حول ۰ متى ۰ فوق ۰ نحو ۰ لدى ۰ عليه ۰ من ۰ في

RELATED KNOWLEDGE:
A student who has completed elementary Arabic should have the following related skills and information:

1. Familiarity with the use of Arabic dictionaries.
2. Familiarity with several common transcription systems for Arabic; e.g. American Library Association, Board of Geographic Names, Encyclopaedia of Islam.

3. General background on the Arabic language itself, including some account of the extent of variation in written and spoken usage and the contexts in which MSA is normally used.

4. A small set of standard greetings in the forms appropriate among educated speakers in one of the urban centers in the Arab world.
SELECTIVE LIST OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR MODERN STANDARD ARABIC (MSA)

The following list is intended to be as exhaustive as possible for currently available textbooks which may be used in an elementary course in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in American colleges. There are possible omissions, especially of mimeographed or similar materials prepared by individual instructors for their own classes. Several currently available textbooks in other European languages are listed separately, but no attempt has been made to list reference grammars or textbooks written in Arabic.

1. Arabic Writing System
   a) Instructional Materials
   b) Transcription Systems
2. Elementary Textbooks
   a) In English
   b) Selected Textbooks in Other Languages
3. Dictionaries and Wordlists
4. Audio-Visual Aids
   a) Tapes
   b) Phonograph Records
   c) Other
5. Tests

1. Arabic Writing System
   a) Instructional Materials
      Not available for public distribution; desk copies for instructors may be requested from the Company.


      Carroll, John Bissell. *The Effectiveness of Programmed "Graf'dils" in Teaching the Arabic Writing System.* - Cambridge, Mass.: Laboratory for Research in Instruction, Harvard University, 1963, 41 p. Not for sale; complimentary copies may be requested from the author, 7 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass.

[13]
Habib, Nassim. Introduction to Arabic. - Cairo: American University in Cairo, 1956.

| Available from University of Utah Book Store, Salt Lake City; $3.00. 
| Presumes 5 units of Egyptian Arabic previously. Tape available (cf. 4.a).


Al-Khaledy, Noury. Arabic for Beginners; Writing and Reading (cf. 2.a). | workbook 20¢.

Mitchell, T.F. Writing Arabic, a Practical Introduction to the 'Rug'ah' Script.


b) Transcription Systems


Transliteration System for Arabic Geographic Names (The BGN/PCGN System).

2. Elementary Textbooks

a) In English


[14]

[Anonymous] A Handbook of Written Arabic. - Washington, D.C.: Department of Defense, 1954, 206 p. Offset | A limited number of these two books may be obtained from Professor G.M. Schramm, Dept. of Near Eastern Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. $3.00.


Elder, Earl E. Arabic Grammar, with Exercises. 2nd ed. - Cairo: American University of Cairo, 1950, 356 p. | $3.50.


Laboratory Handbook. - Salt Lake City: Univ. of Utah, Middle East Center, 1964, | $3.00.


Khoury, Joseph F., & Massa, Mounir T. Second Level Arabic. - Salt Lake City, Utah: State Dept. of Public Instruction, no date, 196 p. mimeographed. | No price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. With tapes (cf. 4.a).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>xiii, 419 p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. 461, 99 (key) p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. With tapes (cf. 4.a).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. 296 p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winder, R. Bayly</td>
<td></td>
<td>1957, 298 p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.00.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djidjelli, M., &amp;</td>
<td>Premier Livre d'Arabe Classique.</td>
<td>8th ed. - Alger: La Typo-Litho et J.</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>218 p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djidjelli, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbonel,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghedira, Amour</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nouvelle Méthode Pratique d'Arabe Régulier ou Classique. 2 vol.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlists</td>
<td></td>
<td>Beirut: Catholic Press, 1958.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not for sale, but may be requested from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arabian American Oil Company, 505 Park Avenue, New York 10022.


4. Audio-Visual Aids

a) Tapes

Abdo, D.A. *A Course in Modern Standard Arabic* (cf. 2.a). | Order from Khayat's, 32 rue Bliss, Beirut.

Hanna & Greis. Writing Arabic (cf. 1.a).
Khaledy. Arabic for Beginners (cf. 2.a). | Available on request.
McCarus & Yacoub. Elements (cf. 2.a). | Obtainable on loan for copying from Dept. of Near Eastern Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Rammuny. First Level Arabic (cf. 2.a). | Copies of the tapes may be requested for copying from the University of Michigan Language Laboratory at nominal cost (release must be requested from Irving Wershaw, Office of Education, Dept. of HEW, Washington, D.C.).
Said. Arabic, Modern Standard (cf. 2.a). | The text is recorded by an Iraqi, Syrian and Egyptian. Available at the Institute Bookstore, Presidio of Monterey, California.
b) Phonograph Records
Ziadeh & Winder. Introduction to Modern Arabic (cf. 2.a). | Four 12" long-playing records to accompany text. | $30.00 per set.
c) Other
Basic Arabic. Aramco (cf. 2.a). | Set of 21 cards, plus supplement. Not for sale, but may be requested from the Arabian American Oil Company; Public Relations Dept.; 505 Park Avenue; New York, N.Y. 10022.
Hanna, Sami A. Arabic Vocabulary Flash Cards. Boulder, Colo.: Pruett Press Inc. (P.O. Box 1560), 1964 | 1044 cards with 2500 words, to accompany Hanna's Elementary Manual (cf. 2.a). | $2.75.
Mercier, Henry. Arabiscope. Rabat: 231 Avenue Muhammad V, Editions La Porte. | Also may be ordered directly from author, Place de l'Eglise, Magnagoso, A.M., France. | Verb wheel in Moroccan dialect. Explanation available in either French or English.

5. Tests
Hanna, Sami A. First-Year Arabic Qualifying Examination. College Level. Salt Lake City: Middle East Center, University of Utah, 1964. | No price fixed.